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So Brave, Young, and Handsome Jun 02 2020 The story of an
aging train robber on a quest to reconcile the claims of love and
judgment on his life, and the failed writer who goes with him.
Undiscovered Country Jun 14 2021 A Hamlet-style tale set in
modern Minnesota follows the investigation of seventeen-year-old
Jesse into the untimely suicide of his father, an event that raises
suspicions about a jealous uncle's attraction to Jesse's mother. A
first novel.
Explorers Jun 22 2019 Bring history to life with these five
exciting
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read-aloud plays. You'll find a play, background information,
activities, and writing and discussion prompts on five explorers
who helped shape our history: Christopher Columbus, Leif
Eriksson, Cabeza de Vaca, Hernando de Soto, and Sieur de La
Salle. The plays are perfect for struggling readers. For use with
Grades 4-8.
Little Broken Things Mar 31 2020 “If you liked Big Little Lies,
you’ll want to crack open [Little Broken Things].” —Southern
Living An unforgettable and moving novel about an affluent
suburban family whose carefully constructed façade crumbles
with the unexpected arrival of an endangered young girl. I have
something for you. When Quinn Cruz receives that cryptic text
message from her older sister Nora, she doesn’t think much of it.
They haven’t seen each other in nearly a year and their
relationship consists mostly of infrequent phone calls and the
occasional email. But when a haunted-looking Nora shows up just
hours later, a chain reaction is set into motion that will change
both of their lives forever. Nora’s “something” is more shocking
than Quinn could have ever imagined: a little girl, cowering and
wide-eyed. Nora hands her over to Quinn with instructions to
keep her safe and disappears, leaving Quinn as the unlikely
caretaker of a girl introduced simply as Lucy. “Steeped in
menace…a race-to-the-finish family drama” (People), Little
Broken Things explores life and death, family and freedom, and
the lengths one woman will go to protect the ones she loves.
The Net Beneath Us Apr 12 2021 "He promised her he would
never let go. She's willing to risk everything to hold on. In the
aftermath of her husband's logging accident, Elsa has more
questions than answers about how to carry on while caring for
their two small children in the unfinished house he was building
for them in the woods of rural Wisconsin. To cope with the
challenges of winter and the near-daily miscommunications from
her in-laws, she forges her own relationship with the land,
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loved. If she wants to stay in their home, she must discover her
own capabilities, and accept help from the people and places she
least expects. Dunbar, drawing from her own lived experiences,
vividly describes the wonder and harshness of life off the grid.
Told over the course of a year, The Net Beneath Us is a lyrical
exploration of loss, marriage, parenthood, and self-reliance; a tale
of how the natural world-without and within us-offers us healing,
if we can learn where to look"-I Am Radar Oct 19 2021 A kaleidoscopic, epic novel about a
lovestruck radio operator who discovers a secret society... In
1975, a black child is mysteriously born to white parents. His
name is Radar Radmanovic. Radar grows up in suburban New
Jersey, but his story rapidly becomes entangled with terrible
events in Yugoslavia, Norway, Cambodia, the Congo, and beyond.
Falling in with a secretive group of puppeteers and scientists who
stage experimental performances in war zones around the world,
he is soon forced to confront the true nature of his identity.
The Children's Book Feb 08 2021 Famous author Olive
Wellwood writes a special private book, bound in different
colours, for each of her children. In their rambling house near
Romney Marsh they play in a story-book world - but their lives,
and those of their rich cousins and their friends, the son and
daughter of a curator at the new Victoria and Albert Museum, are
already inscribed with mystery. Each family carries its own
secrets. They grow up in the golden summers of Edwardian times,
but as the sons rebel against their parents and the girls dream of
independent futures, they are unaware that in the darkness ahead
they will be betrayed unintentionally by the adults who love them.
This is the children's book.
The Lost Causes of Bleak Creek Nov 07 2020 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • “Stranger Things meets the South. Chilling,
hilarious, and suspenseful—I loved it!”—Felicia Day From the
authors of Rhett & Link's Book of Mythicality and creators of
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Carolina—a sleepy little place with all the trappings of an
ordinary Southern town: two Baptist churches, friendly smiles
coupled with silent judgments, and an unquenchable appetite for
pork products. Beneath the town’s cheerful façade, however,
Bleak Creek teens live in constant fear of being sent to the
Whitewood School, a local reformatory with a history of putting
unruly youths back on the straight and narrow—a record so
impeccable that almost everyone is willing to ignore the
suspicious deaths that have occurred there over the past decade.
At first, high school freshmen Rex McClendon and Leif Nelson
believe what they’ve been told: that the students’ strange demises
were all just tragic accidents, the unfortunate consequence of
succumbing to vices like Marlboro Lights and Nirvana. But when
the shoot for their low-budget horror masterpiece, PolterDog,
goes horribly awry—and their best friend, Alicia Boykins, is sent
to Whitewood as punishment—Rex and Leif are forced to question
everything they know about their unassuming hometown and its
cherished school for delinquents. Eager to rescue their friend,
Rex and Leif pair up with recent NYU film school graduate Janine
Blitstein to begin piecing together the unsettling truth of the
school and its mysterious founder, Wayne Whitewood. What they
find will leave them battling an evil beyond their wildest
imaginations—one that will shake Bleak Creek to its core. Praise
for The Lost Causes of Bleak Creek “The Lost Causes of Bleak
Creek is like your best friend from high school—kind of weird and
a little twisted, but no matter how much trouble they caused, they
always made you laugh. You don’t have to be a GMM fan to
realize . . . The Lost Causes of Bleak Creek, Will It Awesome
Book? F@*# yeah!”—Kurt Sutter, creator of Sons of Anarchy
“Most people don’t read books, let alone write them. That puts
Rhett and Link in the top 1% of smart people in the world. Read
this book.”—Rachel Bloom, co-creator of Crazy Ex-Girlfriend “It’s
scary, it’s fun, and it’s one hell of a carnival ride.”—Kirkus
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Two Moon Princess Oct 07 2020 To Andrea, the life of a princess
is not a dream; it's tedious and stifling. But the certainties of her
life, both good and bad, are thrown into chaos when she
accidentally travels to an alternative world, from a cave on a
forbidden beach in her family's kingdom to the warm and carefree
life of Southern California. Then a careless visit to the cave
results in terrible consequences: a brewing war between
kingdoms, her sister's love for the wrong man, Andrea's own
conflicted feelings for an enemy leader, and dark family secrets
exposed. Andrea needs to act to resolve problems which she
helped to create, and she faces many difficult choices, torn
between duty and desire on so many levels. Readers will enjoy the
mix of traditional elements of the fantasy genre, with fresh ideas
and a look at our culture through the eyes of a stranger.
Peace Like a River Oct 31 2022 When Israel Finch and Tommy
Basca, the town bullies, break into the home of school caretaker
Jeremiah Land, wielding a baseball bat and looking for trouble,
they find more of it than even they expected. For seventeen-yearold Davey is sitting up in bed waiting for them with a Winchester
rifle. His younger brother Reuben has seen their father perform
miracles, but Jeremiah now seems as powerless to prevent Davey
from being arrested for manslaughter, as he has always been to
ease Reuben's daily spungy struggle to breathe. Nor does brave
and brilliant nine-year-old Swede, obsessed as she is with the
legends of the wild west, have the strength to spring Davey from
jail. Yet Davey does manage to break out. He steals a horse, and
disappears. His family feels his absence so sorely, the three of
them just pile into their old Plymouth, towing a brand new 1963
Airstream trailer, and set out on a quest to find him. And they
follow the outlaw west, right into the cold, wild and empty Dakota
Badlands. Set in the 1960s on the edge of the Great Plains,
PEACE LIKE A RIVER is that rare thing, a contemporary novel
with an epic dimension. Told in the touching voice of an asthmatic
Free
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with a soul-expanding sense of place, and vibrates with the
possibility of magic in the everyday world. Above all, it shows how
family, love, and faith can stand up to the most terrifying of
enemies, the most tragic of fates.
Saints in Limbo Jan 22 2022 “River Jordan’s Saints in Limbo is a
compelling story of the mysteries of existence and, specially, the
mysteries of the human heart.” –Ron Rash, author of Serena and
Chemistry and Other Stories “I lose myself in River’s
writing–transported to a different time and place– and in this
case, to one that makes the ordinary mystical and magical. I give
it FIVE diamonds in the Pulpwood Queen’s TIARA!” –Kathy L.
Patrick, founder of the Pulpwood Queens Book Clubs and author
of The Pulpwood Queens’ Tiara Wearing, Book Sharing Guide to
Life Ever since her husband Joe died, Velma True’s world has
been limited to what she can see while clinging to one of the
multicolored threads tied to the porch railing of her home outside
Echo, Florida. When a mysterious stranger appears at her door on
her birthday and presents Velma with a special gift, she is rattled
by the object’s ability to take her into her memories–a place
where Joe still lives, her son Rudy is still young, unaffected by the
world’s hardness, and the beginning is closer than the end. As
secrets old and new come to light, Velma wonders if it’s possible
to be unmoored from the past’s deep roots and find a reason to
hope again. Praise for River Jordan “[River Jordan’s] literary spice
rack has everything you need to put together a good book.” –Rick
Bragg, author of All Over but the Shoutin’ and Ava’s Man “River
Jordan writes so beautifully.” –Joshilyn Jackson, author of Gods in
Alabama and The Girl Who Stopped Swimming
The Incumbent Jul 04 2020 As he lies in the hospital, the day
after being caught in the crossfire of a presidential assassination
attempt, journalist Jack Flynn has some serious questions. And he
needs answers -- fast. Why, during the closing stages of a
cliffhanger reelection campaign, did the incumbent want to play
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Jack the job of press secretary in his new administration? Who
was the gunman on the sixteenth green, eliminated by the Secret
Service? And who is the mysterious phone caller who has just
warned Jack that "nothing is as it seems"? With just eleven days
until the election, it's becoming clear that Jack has stumbled into
the middle of a far-reaching conspiracy. And the biggest question
of all: will he stay alive long enough to find out who's behind it?
Mariette in Ecstasy Jan 10 2021 The highly acclaimed and
provocatively rendered story of a young postulant's claim to
divine possession and religious ecstasy.
Lord Chesterfield's Letters Aug 24 2019 `My object is to have
you fit to live; which, if you are not, I do not desire that you
should live at all.' So wrote Lord Chesterfield in one of the most
celebrated and controversial correspondences between a father
and son. Chesterfield wrote almost daily to his natural son, Philip,
from 1737 onwards, providing him with instruction in etiquette
and the worldly arts. Praised in their day as a complete manual of
education, and despised by Samuel Johnson for teaching `the
morals of a whore and the manners of a dancing-master', these
letters reflect the political craft of a leading statesman and the
urbane wit of a man who associated with Pope, Addison, and
Swift. The letters reveal Chesterfield's political cynicism and his
belief that his country had `always been goverened by the only
two or three people, out of two or three millions, totally incapable
of governing', as well as his views on good breeding. Not
originally intended for publication, this entertaining
correspondence illuminates fascinating aspects of eighteenthcentury life and manners. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100
years Oxford World's Classics has made available the widest
range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume
reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most
accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including
expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to
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much more.
My Old Man and the Mountain Jan 28 2020 In 1963, the world
followed the first American Mount Everest Expedition, and
watched as "Big Jim" Whittaker became the first American to
stand on top of the world. He returned home a hero. My Old Man
and the Mountain is Leif Whittaker's engaging and humorous
story of what it was like to "grow up Whittaker," as the youngest
son of Jim Whittaker and Dianne Roberts, and amid an extended
family of accomplished climbers. Readers learn of his first
adventures with family in the Olympic Mountains and on Mount
Rainier; his close, yet at times competitive, relationship with his
brother Joss; his battle with a serious back injury; and his efforts
to stand apart from his father's legacy.
Peace Like a River Jul 28 2022 Davy kills two men and leaves
home. His father packs up the family in a search for Davy.
The Sky, the Stars, the Wilderness Sep 25 2019 “Two appealing
short stories and an exquisite novella” about the relationship
between humans and the natural world around them (Kirkus
Reviews). This is a “wondrous” (GQ) collection of short fiction
exploring the subtle interplay between predator and prey, from “a
literary titan” (The New York Times Book Review). In the title
story, a woman has returned to live on the west Texas ranch that
has been in her family since Texas was a republic. Her mother,
who died when she was a child, is buried there; the three men
who raised her—her father, grandfather, and Old Chubb, a
Mexican ranch hand—are gone; and her brother, like herself, is
childless. Soon, all that will be left of the family is the land: “I
suppose the land is all we will leave behind,” she reflects. “In that
way it is both our parents and our children.” Land is central to
the other tales here as well. In The Myths of Bears, a man tracks
his wife through a winter wilderness as she both lures and eludes
him. And in Where the Sea Used to Be, an ancient ocean buried in
the foothills of the Appalachians becomes a battleground for a
Free
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of nature. [This book] is a force of language. As a reader, a third
thing comes to mind: gratitude for a good story that allows us to
ponder what is above and what is below.” —Terry Tempest
Williams “What’s exhilarating about Rick Bass’s stories is that
they show every hallmark of ‘the natural’—that lucid, freeflowing, particularly American talent whose voice we can hear in
Twain, Fitzgerald, and Hemingway.” —Chicago Tribune
My Reading Life May 26 2022 Bestselling author Pat Conroy
acknowledges the books that have shaped him and celebrates the
profound effect reading has had on his life. Pat Conroy, the
beloved American storyteller, is a voracious reader. Starting as a
childhood passion that bloomed into a life-long companion,
reading has been Conroy’s portal to the world, both to the
farthest corners of the globe and to the deepest chambers of the
human soul. His interests range widely, from Milton to Tolkien,
Philip Roth to Thucydides, encompassing poetry, history,
philosophy, and any mesmerizing tale of his native South. He has
for years kept notebooks in which he records words and
expressions, over time creating a vast reservoir of playful turns of
phrase, dazzling flashes of description, and snippets of delightful
sound, all just for his love of language. But for Conroy reading is
not simply a pleasure to be enjoyed in off-hours or a source of
inspiration for his own writing. It would hardly be an
exaggeration to claim that reading has saved his life, and if not
his life then surely his sanity. In My Reading Life, Conroy revisits
a life of reading through an array of wonderful and often
surprising anecdotes: sharing the pleasures of the local library’s
vast cache with his mother when he was a boy, recounting his
decades-long relationship with the English teacher who pointed
him onto the path of letters, and describing a profoundly
influential period he spent in Paris, as well as reflecting on other
pivotal people, places, and experiences. His story is a moving and
personal one, girded by wisdom and an undeniable honesty.
Anyone who not only enjoys the pleasures of reading butAccess
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believes in the power of books to shape a life will find here the
greatest defense of that credo. BONUS: This ebook edition
includes an excerpt from Pat Conroy's The Death of Santini.
The High Divide Jul 16 2021 “Lin Enger sets out from the
conventions of the traditional Western and brings the reader into
new emotional territory, that of the soul of an exquisitely drawn
American family. The High Divide is a novel to get lost in.”
—James Scott, author of The Kept In 1886, Gretta Pope wakes up
one morning to discover that her husband is gone. Ulysses Pope
has left his family behind on the far edge of Minnesota’s western
prairie, with only the briefest of notes and no explanation for why
he left or where he’s heading. It doesn’t take long for Gretta’s
young sons, Eli and Danny, to set off after him, leaving Gretta no
choice but to search for the boys and their father in hopes of
bringing them all home. Enger’s breathtaking portrait of the vast
plains landscape is matched by the rich expanse of his characters’
emotional terrain, as pivotal historical events--the bloody turmoil
of expansionism, the near total demise of the bison herds, and the
subjugation of the Plains Indians--blend seamlessly with the
intimate story of a family’s sacrifice and devotion. “[A] masterfully
told Western reinvention of Homer’s Odyssey . . . set against a
backdrop of beauty and danger . . . In its narrative simplicity and
emotional directness, it is reminiscent of John Ford’s classic The
Searchers.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review “Enger’s novel is
told in beautifully exact, liquid language that wastes no time, just
as one cannot afford to waste time when making a journey such
as the Pope family’s. Highly recommended.” —Library Journal,
starred review “A deeply moving, gripping novel . . . Layered with
meaning, this remarkable novel deserves to be read more than
once. The High Divide proves Enger’s chops as a masterful
storyteller.” —Ann Weisgarber, author of The Promise “A gripping
story with well-portrayed, complex, and sympathetic main
characters and a complement of believable secondary figures in a
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author worth watching.” —Booklist “The High Divide, a novel
about a family in peril, is haunting and tense but leavened by
considerable warmth and humanity. Enger writes with durable
grace about a man’s quest for redemption and the human
capacity for forgiveness.” —Benjamin Percy, author of Red Moon
The Coffee Bean Sep 05 2020 From bestselling author Jon Gordon
and rising star Damon West comes The Coffee Bean: an
illustrated fable that teaches readers how to transform their
environment, overcome challenges, and create positive change.
Life is often difficult. It can be harsh, stressful, and feel like a pot
of boiling hot water. The environments we find ourselves in can
change, weaken, or harden us, and test who we truly are. We can
be like the carrot that weakens in the pot or like the egg that
hardens. Or, we can be like the coffee bean and discover the
power inside us to transform our environment. The Coffee Bean is
an inspiring tale that follows Abe, a young man filled with stress
and fear as he faces challenges and pressure at school and home.
One day after class, his teacher shares with him the life-changing
lesson of the coffee bean, and this powerful message changes the
way he thinks, acts, and sees the world. Abe discovers that
instead of letting his environment change him for the worse, he
can transform any environment he is in for the better. Equipped
with this transformational truth, Abe embarks on an inspirational
journey to live his life like the coffee bean. Wherever his life takes
him, from school, to the military, to the business world, Abe
demonstrates how this simple lesson can unleash the unstoppable
power within you. A delightful, quick read, The Coffee Bean is
purposely written and designed for readers of all ages so that
everyone can benefit from this transformational lesson. This is a
book and message that, when read and shared, has the power to
change your life and the world around you. You just have to
decide: are you a carrot, egg, or coffee bean?
So Long, See You Tomorrow May 02 2020 WITH AN
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farmers share much, finally too much, until jealously leads to
murder and suicide. A tenuous friendship between lonely
teenagers - the narrator, whose mother has died young, and
Cletus Smith, the troubled witness to his parent's misery - is
shattered. Fifty years on, the narrator mourns words left unsaid,
and attempts a reconstruction of those devastating events and the
atonement of a lifetime's regret.
Peace Like a River Aug 29 2022 Eleven-year-old Reuben shares
the story of how his father, trying to raise his sons alone in 1960s
Minnesota, takes their family on a quest to find Reuben's older
brother, who has been charged with murder.
The River Leith Mar 24 2022 Memory is everything. After an
injury in the ring, amateur boxer Leith Wenz wakes to discover
his most recent memories are three years out of date. Unmoored
and struggling to face his new reality, Leith must cope anew with
painful revelations about his family. His brother is there to
support him, but it's the unfamiliar face of Zach, a man
introduced as his best friend, that provides the calm he craves.
Until Zach's presence begins to stir up feelings Leith can't
explain. For Zach, being forgotten by his lover is excruciating. He
carefully hides the truth from Leith to protect them both from
additional pain. His bottled-up turmoil finds release through
vlogging, where he confesses his fears and grief to the faceless
Internet. But after Leith begins to open up to him, Zach's choices
may come back to haunt him. Ultimately, Leith must ask his heart
the questions memory can no longer answer.
Northwind Aug 05 2020 From Gary Paulsen, the bestselling and
much-loved author of Hatchet, comes another high-stakes survival
story about a young boy on the knife-edge between life and death,
where the raging seas meet a coastal wilderness. When a deadly
plague reaches the small fish camp where he lives, an orphan
named Leif is forced to take to the water in a cedar canoe. He
flees northward, following a wild, fjord-riven shore, thrown from
Free
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into his journey he paddles, the closer Leif comes to his truest self
as he connects to the heartbeat of the ocean, the pulse of the sea.
A stunning historical adventure with hints of Nordic mythology
and an irresistible narrative pull, Northwind is Gary Paulsen at
his captivating, adventuresome best.
Peace Like a River Sep 29 2022 Hailed as one of the year's top
five novels by Time, and selected as one of the best books of the
year by nearly all major newspapers, national bestseller Peace
Like a River captured the hearts of a nation in need of comfort. "A
rich mixture of adventure, tragedy, and healing," Peace Like a
River is "a collage of legends from sources sacred and profane -from the Old Testament to the Old West, from the Gospels to
police dramas" (Ron Charles, The Christian Science Monitor). In
"lyrical, openhearted prose" (Michael Glitz, The New York Post),
Enger tells the story of eleven-year-old Reuben Land, an
asthmatic boy who has reason to believe in miracles. Along with
his sister and father, Reuben finds himself on a cross-country
search for his outlaw older brother who has been controversially
charged with murder. Their journey is touched by serendipity and
the kindness of strangers, and its remarkable conclusion shows
how family, love, and faith can stand up to the most terrifying of
enemies, the most tragic of fates. Leif Enger's "miraculous"
(Valerie Ryan, The Seattle Times) novel is a "perfect book for an
anxious time ... of great literary merit that nonetheless restores
readers' faith in the kindness of stories" (Marta Salij, Detroit Free
Press).
White Fang Feb 20 2022
Hannah Coulter Dec 09 2020 Hannah Coulter is Wendell Berry’s
seventh novel and his first to employ the voice of a woman
character in its telling. Hannah, the now–elderly narrator,
recounts the love she has for the land and for her community. She
remembers each of her two husbands, and all places and
community connections threatened by twentieth–century
Access
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redeemed when her wayward and once lost grandson, Virgil,
returns to his rural home place to work the farm.
Virgil Wander Mar 12 2021 The first novel in ten years from
award-winning, million-copy bestselling author Leif Enger, Virgil
Wander is an enchanting and timeless all-American story that
follows the inhabitants of a Midwestern town in their quest to
revive its flagging heart
At the Bottom of the River Dec 21 2021 At the Bottom of the
River is Jamaica Kincaid’s first published work, a selection of
inter-connected prose poems told from the perspective of a young
Afro-Caribbean girl. Collecting pieces written for the New Yorker
and the Paris Review between 1978 and 1982, including the
seminal ‘Girl’, these stunning works announced a fully-formed,
generational talent and firmly established the themes that Kincaid
would continue to return to in her later work: the loss of
childhood, the fractious nature of mother–daughter relationships,
the intangible beauty of the natural world, and the striving for
independence in a colonial landscape. Powerful and lyrical, this is
an unforgettable collection from a unique and necessary literary
voice. Part of the Picador Collection, a new series showcasing the
best of modern literature.
Wild Man Creek May 14 2021 Recovering from a helicopter crash
in Virgin River, artist Colin finds what he needs to soothe his
troubled soul when he meets PR guru Jillian, who, after an affair
destroyed her reputation, is searching for a place to start over.
The Boy in the Snow Jul 24 2019 The gripping second novel in M.
J. McGrath's Edie Kiglatuk Arctic crime series. When Arctic guide
Edie Kiglatuk stumbles across a body abandoned in the Alaskan
forest, she little imagines what her discovery will lead her to.
With the local police convinced the death is linked to the Dark
Believers, a sinister Russian sect, Edie's friends insist she leave
the investigation to the proper authorities. But remaining in the
area as part of the support team for her ex-husband Sammy's bid
to win the famous Iditarod dog sled race, Edie cannot getAccess
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image of the frozen corpse out of her mind. While Sammy travels
across some of world's toughest and most deadly terrain, Edie
sets off on an investigation which will take her into a dark world
of politics, corruption and greed - as a painful secret in her past
finally catches up with her . . .
Memories Of A Catholic Girlhood Nov 27 2019 Blending
memories and family myths, Mary McCarthy takes us back to the
twenties, when she was orphaned in a world of relations as
colourful, potent and mysterious as the Catholic religion. There
were her grandmothers: one was a blood-curdling Catholic who
combined piousness and pugnacity; the other was Jewish and
wore a veil to hide the disastrous effects of a face-lift. There was
wicked Uncle Myers who beat her for the good of her soul and
Aunt Margaret who laced her orange juice with castor oil and
taped her lips at night to prevent unhealthy 'mouth-breathing'.
'Many a time in the course of doing these memoirs,' Mary
McCarthy says, 'I have wished that I were writing fiction.' But
these were the people, along with the ladies of the Sacred Heart
convent school, who helped to inspire her devastating sense of
the sublime and ridiculous and her witty, novelist's imagination.
Starman's Saga Aug 17 2021
Overthrow Sep 17 2021 A novel about the fate of candor,
goodwill, and the utopian spirit in a world where technology and
surveillance are weaponizing human relationships One autumn
night, as a grad student named Matthew is walking home from
the subway, a handsome skateboarder catches his eye. Leif, a
poet as well as a skater, invites Matthew to take part in an
experiment with tarot cards. It's easier to know what's in other
people's minds than most people realize, Leif and his friends
claim. Do they believe in telepathy? Can they actually do it?
Instead of writing his dissertation, Matthew soon finds himself
falling for Leif and entangled with his friends, who are as
idealistic as the Occupy encampment they like to visit. When the
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news coverage, internet outrage, and legal repercussions
overwhelms them. Elspeth and Raleigh, two of Leif's oldest
friends, will see their relationship tested by the strain of criminal
charges. Chris and Julia, who drifted into the group more
recently, will have their loyalties questioned. Diana, a hardheaded
sociologist, will need to find a way to stand with her friends
without compromising her skepticism. And Matthew, entranced
by the man at the center of it all, will have to decide what he
owes Leif and how much he's willing to give. All six will be forced
to reckon with the catch-22s of transparency and the insidious
natures of power and privilege. Overthrow is about the aftermath
of idealism--about what happens after new technologies have
begun to change the boundaries that we imagine around
ourselves. Caleb Crain has captured with astonishing sensitivity,
acuity, and grace the unease and ambiguity that threaten our
contemporary lives, and has written a beautiful novel about the
redemptive possibilities of love and friendship.
Healing the Orphan Spirit Feb 29 2020 All that Father God has is
ours! In this very hour, all of creation is groaning for the sons and
daughters of God to be revealed. It is time for us to come into the
fullness of who we were created to be, so all of creation will come
back to Father God's house. Father God never intended for us to
live as orphans without a Father or without a home. As you read
this Revised Edition of Healing the Orphan Spirit, receive a
revelation of how to live from your identity as a child of Father
God. The orphan spirit cannot be cast out; it can only be displaced
by love, because perfect love casts out all fear.
Your Holiness Dec 29 2019 On the fifth anniversary of her death
and written during Debbie Ford's long battle with cancer, Your
Holiness is a thoughtful and poignant exploration of the godliness
that resides in all of us. The extraordinary way in which the
manuscript to this book was found sets the foundation for its
incredible message: medium James Van Praagh received a
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unpublished manuscript saved on her computer. James passed on
the news to Debbie's sister, Arielle Ford, who found the
manuscript exactly where it was said to be. Infused with Debbie's
trademark frank honesty and keen insight, Your Holiness is a
blueprint for recognizing and accepting our latent spirituality.
Debbie combines motivational prayers with deeply personal
stories about her own spiritual journey - how she struggled and
eventually found her internal faith - and translates her experience
into a practical path for transformation. Engaging and accessible,
clear and unwavering, philosophical yet practical, Your Holiness
is a gift to the soul that both guides and nourishes. At a time
when so much in our world feels uncertain and suffering is
widespread and persistent, Debbie's voice is more essential than
ever. Your Holiness grounds us in the here and now while
delivering a timeless and empowering message of relentless love
and strength.
Lenny's Book of Everything Oct 26 2019 "Holy Batman, this is a
gorgeous, heartbreaking, heartwarming book." --R.J. Palacio, #1
New York Times bestselling author of Wonder Perfect for readers
who love Liar and Spy, Counting by 7s, and Bridge to Terabithia,
a heartwarming and transformative novel about family, loss, and
never giving up from beloved author Karen Foxlee. Lenny Spink is
the sister of a giant. Her little brother, Davey, suffers from a rare
form of gigantism and is taunted by other kids and turned away
from school because of his size. To escape their cruel reality,
Lenny and Davey obsess over the entries in their monthly
installment of Burrell's Build-It-at-Home Encyclopedia set. Lenny
vows to become a beetle expert, while Davey decides he will run
away to Canada and build a log cabin. But as Davey's disease
progresses, the siblings' richly imagined world becomes harder to
cling to in this deeply moving and original novel about grief,
family, and wonder. "An imaginative and surprisingly tender story
of the unbreakable bond between siblings."--Booklist, starred
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this story--and the magic of it--is the devotion of these two
siblings who together navigate the harsh realities of life and
loss."--Publishers Weekly "Foxlee's writing is infused with a hint
of magic, just as the animals and places that Lenny and Davey
read about fill their lives with curiosity and joy."--SLJ
Virgil Wander Jun 26 2022 Midwestern movie house owner Virgil
Wander is "cruising along at medium altitude" when his car flies
off the road into icy Lake Superior. Virgil survives but his
language and memory are altered and he emerges into a world no
longer familiar to him. Awakening in this new life, Virgil begins to
piece together his personal history and the lore of his broken
town, with the help of a cast of affable and curious locals - from
Rune, a twinkling, pipe-smoking, kite-flying stranger investigating
the mystery of his disappeared son; to Nadine, the reserved,
enchanting wife of the vanished man, to Tom, a journalist and
Virgil's oldest friend; and various members of the Pea family who
must confront tragedies of their own. Into this community returns
a shimmering prodigal son who may hold the key to reviving their
town. With intelligent humor and captivating whimsy, Leif Enger
conjures a remarkable portrait of a region and its residents, who,
for reasons of choice or circumstance, never made it out of their
defunct industrial district. Carried aloft by quotidian pleasures
including movies, fishing, necking in parked cars, playing
baseball and falling in love, Virgil Wander is a swift, full journey
into the heart and heartache of an often overlooked American
Upper Midwest by a "formidably gifted" (Chicago Tribune) master
storyteller.
Harvest Moon (A Virgin River Novel, Book 13) Nov 19 2021 A
Netflix original series If you can’t take the heat...
A Study Guide for Leif Enger's "Peace Like a River" Apr 24 2022
A Study Guide for Leif Enger's "Peace Like a River," excerpted
from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students. This concise study
guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author
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further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust
Novels for Students for all of your research needs.
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